
"You did a great job today." We'll continue tomorrow." 

A bat gets ready to get off work. At a construction site where the building was built, a bat-hand 

man was wiping the sweat on his head. He was 186 centimeters tall and taller than most workers 

at the construction site. His nose was very pointed, and the mane surrounded his whole body. As a 

man who is now over 45 years old, he made a very profound impression. 

"Todor, let's go home now." 

His friend, Dragon Klaus, was heard calling the bat Todor. 

"How are you going home?" Are you going to fly away? 

"Aren't you tired to do that?" 

"That's true. "Our work..." 

What he was doing was carrying heavy materials to the construction site. In particular, he was able 

to fly in the sky using the thick black wings on his back. He was able to transport materials in a 

few hours by carriage. As a result, construction time and cost were greatly reduced, and the flying 

horses were popular with humans. 

"I'll give you more money. Please come to our construction site!" 

"I'll give you three times the amount you usually receive." 

In particular, Todor had a strong responsibility to work as much as he received the money. Even if 

he had a hard time, he worked diligently without grumbling. 

"Todor is different from other horses". 

Construction managers used to rush to recommend Todor as a special worker. Todor was also 

popular with his colleagues, but Todor didn't speak out what his opponent told him because he 

had a heavy mouth. He didn't even give advice carelessly without knowing other people's 

circumstances. Those who solved the sting on Todor became happy. So many colleagues visited 

Todor. Todor also became friends with many people, so the horses would sometimes pay him to 

ask for a favor. 

"You only have to walk 15 minutes more than flying anyway, so walk home, Todor." 

"Good, Cloud." 

Cloud and Todor decide to walk home to a collective village where the Mediterranean lives. Most 

of the Mediterranean people sought to establish friendly relations with humans. So the 

Mediterranean people used to build small clan villages where people did not live. Cloud talks to 



the silent Todor first. 

"But these days, I'm glad humans treat the horses well. I think the world is changing little by little. 

How did you end up in the human world? As for me....” 

Cloud begins to tell his wandering stories. Listening to his story, Todor begins to think about his 

past. Under the human world, there was another world called the Mediterranean. They were born 

there and have lived their lives. However, the Mediterranean world was like a day's life. At any time, 

I was waiting next to the Mediterranean people of death. 

"Don't move. Give me everything you have!" Or I'll kill you and sell your leather!” 

The underground system was a world where only the strong survived. The underground system was 

not in place, so weak life was destined to be looted and robbed at any time. It was a society that 

had to give up its life if it had nothing. 

"Fire! I have a child at home!" Save me!" 

People in the underground world couldn't stand their anger, and when they were bored, they killed 

and set fire. Those who heard of the chaotic Mediterranean called it hell in a disparaging sense of 

their world. And the underground people also called it a demon. The Mediterranean people did not 

think of recklessly opposing humans who ignored them. 

"If we have our power, we'll kill them all..." 

The Mediterranean lamented about humans who ignored them when they drank. There was a portal 

in the underground and human world. The Mediterranean, determined to leave for the human world, 

sacrificed their lives to find the portal. 

"Honey, do we have to go to the human world?" If you go to the human world, you can't come 

back.” 

"But if we want to live safely, we have to go..." 

"In addition, we can't use our magic at all..." 

"We have to go for Mathias at least..." He's still a baby.” 

Todor looks back on memories from 15 years ago. The day before he decided to go to the human 

world, Toddor's parents were murdered by someone vindictive. The house where Todor lived was 

burned down, and he had to run away. Without any preparation, Todor had to hug his four-year-

old brother Mathias and run away. The 30-year-old was, fortunately, able to take care of Mathias. 

Todor felt heartbroken to see his brother who knew nothing. After wandering for about a month, 

Todor succeeds in finding a portal. 



"Now there's no place to go back." 

It was regrettable to give up his mana, but for the safety of himself and his younger brother, Todor 

came to the human world, and after 15 years of a hard life, he is now working as a member of 

society. 

"What about you?" 

When asked by Cloud, Todor comes up with his idea. 

"Well, it's just for our safety". 

Todor doesn't know how to say it, so he talks roughly. 

"You must have had a hard time too." Even if it's hard, it's our choice, so what should we do? I have 

no choice but to endure it..” 

As they came home talking, they arrived at a colony of Mediterranean people outside the city. 

"Okay, let's cheer up tomorrow. Cloud, see you tomorrow.” 

Cloud and Todor headed to their homes. 

"He's a friend I'm so thankful for." If he has a good fruit later, I'll give him a present.” 

Todor looks very blunt on the outside, but once he became close, people could feel his warm heart. 

And the person I talked to today was also about to discover his true self. Todor looks around the 

clan village. Many shantytowns seemed to barely prevent the cold and heat. The shantytown had 

poor facilities compared to the facilities were poor. Todor felt like he was living in the wild. 

"I can't wait to be recognized and live in the city." 

Todor wanted to live in one of the buildings he built. However, he was living with a big obstacle to 

his city life. He opened the creaking door and entered his shack. 

"Hey, you're here?" 

It was because of his younger brother, Mathias. He was only 19 years old in human age, so he was 

the age of a vigorous teenager. He was 210cm tall. Thanks to the good care of his older brother, 

Todor, Mathias grew up to be huge. Among humans, even Todor, famous for his height, has become 

a dwarf. Mathias and Todor differ by about one head, so Todor had to try Mathias up. Mathias had 

pointed hair between his large, pointed ears, and a cross necklace presented by his brother to calm 

his mind. And there were two big dots on his right eyebrow, and he had a nose ring on his nose 

as cows do. 



"Excuse me?" 

"What?" 

"No, it's not." 

Everyone felt scared and ran away when they saw Mathias. However, unlike his appearance, Mathias 

was kind and active, so he had many friends who went with him. Similar to his brother, people used 

to fall in love with Mathias when they became close. Mathias, whose vitality was boiling, was in a 

push-up posture to train his muscular arms and chest, perhaps because he had time left. 

"Is everything okay today?" 

"I was checking the updated bounty list today. Because soon, I have to color my soul." 

Todor smiled awkwardly at Mathias. He was recognized by people and wanted to live in the city 

with his brother Mathias. Considering the buildings he built, the place where Mathias lives now is 

too old. Todor wanted to be recognized by the people of the city for his passion and dedication. 

He can't wait to escape from this countryside, but his brother was caught in the eye. Since his 

younger brother Mathias' father died when he was young, Todor, who has been raising Mathias 

since he was three, felt tremendous paternal love and responsibility. 

"Hey, did you hear that there's a vampire bat in the earth?" 

"Wow, there's such an uncivilized race?" Get sick. Never, never get close.” 

Among the public, there was a species that people discriminated more severely. That was the 

vampire bat. From the age of 16, Mathias realized his instincts. 

"Hey, I'm sorry". However, I don't think I can suppress my instinct.” 

Mathias started to suck blood secretly by Todor. From then on, Mathias' strength and size became 

enormous, and Toddor could no longer overpower Mathias with physical conditions. People banned 

the vampire bat race from entering the city. To make Mathias go to the city, hiding that he was a 

vampire bat, or giving up going to the city was Todor's only solution. First of all, Todor wanted to 

live in a clan village and find a solution. 

"I and my brother will go to the city somehow.” 

Seeing the full moon that gently lit the cabin, Todor firmly resolved. 

"Brother, I prepared dinner for you. "Let's hurry up and eat!" 

Mathias, who is good at cooking, made fruit pudding and tarts for his older brother. 


